As-Salām `Alaykum

I am a new Muslim, and when I convert to Islam I found that I had to start memorizing Suras and how to pray in Arabic. Alhamdu Lillah I found this website [http://transliteration.org](http://transliteration.org).

I know is difficult for non Arabic speakers to start learning all of that, but it will be great if you can help our Muslims brothers and sisters by printing this page and put it in your local mosque. Jazakum Allah Khayran.

The website has many interesting features:

- **The Quran** in many languages with pronunciation in Arabic
- rules of recitation
- recitation of each Ayah
- in the beginner section you can hear the recitation of each word
- The Quran **joined Arabic with it meaning**, so you can learn the exactly meaning of each word
- **Guide to Pray.** Fard and Sunnah prayers
- **Supplications**
- **Manners of living the mandates of the Quran**
- **God names**, and information about the **Prophets**
- **Arabic courses**
- **Arabic course for children**
- **Tests** of Arabic and Islam
- After you become accounted with the website, you can get a **Program where you write Arabic typing Roman characters**